The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners and Massachusetts Library System provide reputable, reliable content through a partnership with Gale. Together, we can make an impact on education and economic growth by delivering essential content and user-friendly technology that empowers curious minds, turns research into results, and fosters lifelong learning.

ACCESS TODAY | Mass.gov/libraries
Explore Support for Your Gale Resources

Access tools to manage, use, and share the value of your Gale resources.
- Webinars, training videos, resource guides, tip sheets, and more
- Marketing materials like customizable bookmarks, social media posts, email templates, and flyers
- MARC records, direct URLs, usage reporting and visualization, and technical documents

Plus, your Gale customer success manager is available to help you make an impact with your Gale resources.

DISCOVER MORE | support.gale.com/mlin

*This feature is available in select products.
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